This paper describes a person identification method for a mobile robot which performs specific person following under dynamic complicated environments like a school canteen where many persons exist. We propose a distance-dependent appearance model which is based on scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature. SIFT is a powerful image feature that is invariant to scale and rotation in the image plane and also robust to changes of lighting condition. However, the feature is weak against affine transformations and the identification power will thus be degraded when the pose of a person changes largely. We therefore use a set of images taken from various directions to cope with pose changes. Moreover, the number of SIFT feature matches between the model and an input image will decrease as the person becomes farther away from the camera. Therefore, we also use a distance-dependent threshold. The person following experiment was conducted using an actual mobile robot, and the quality assessment of person identification was performed.
Introduction
There is an increasing demand for service robots operating in public space like a shopping mall. An example of service task is to follow a person who is carrying his/her items. This research develops a person identification method for such a robot that can follow a specific user among obstacles and other people.
There have been a lot of works on person detection and tracking using various image features [1, 2] . HOG [3] is currently one of the most widely used features for visual people detection. The detection methods in consideration of occlusion have also been proposed [4, 5] , but emphasis is put on detection performance rather than the processing speed. Moreover, the person detection methods which combine HOG and the distance information acquired using an RGB-D camera such as Microsoft Kinect sensor were also proposed [6−8] . Spinello and Arras [6] performed an experiment using fixed cameras in the lobby of an university canteen. Munaro et al. [7] showed an example of tracking result using a mobile robot in an exhibition. Kinect sensor, however, cannot be used under sunlight. Ess et al. [9, 10] proposed to integrate various cues such as appearance-based object detection, depth estimation, visual odometry, and ground plane detection using a graphical model for pedestrian detection. Their method exhibits a nice performance for complicated scenes where many pedestrians exist. However, it is still costly to be used for controlling a real robot. Frintrop et al. [11] proposed a visual tracker for mobile platforms, but their experiments were performed in only laboratory environments.
We built a mobile robot system with a stereo camera and a laser range finder [12] , and realized specific person following in a complex environment with several walking people at a time. The method, however, did not have a sufficient performance to recognize people with similar clothing. In real environment where many ordinary people exist, it is important to distinguish the target person from ordinary people who wear various clothing.
Color histogram is widely used for person identification by a mobile robot [13−15] . Zajdel et al. [13] proposed a method in consideration of slow illumination changes by using a local trajectory of color feature. However, when the lighting conditions change, it is difficult to distinguish the person correctly by using the color-based method. The methods of person identification using not only clothes but also face images [14] or gait patterns [16] were proposed. However, the robot system which follows a person from behind cannot often work well with those methods.
In this paper, we propose a method of identifying a person based on the pattern of clothing using the scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) feature. We make the appearance model from various body directions, and set a distance-dependent threshold to cope with the decrease of the number of SIFT feature matches due to the increased distance.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We describe our previous tracking system and its problems in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a SIFT feature-based person identification method. In Section 4, we implement the proposed method on an actual robot to perform person tracking experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section 5.
Person following robot

Stereo-based person tracking
Depth template-based person detection
To track persons stably with a moving camera, we use depth templates [17, 18] , which are the templates for human upper bodies in depth images (see Fig. 1 ). We made the templates manually from the depth images where the target person was at 2 m away from the camera. A depth template is a binary template, the foreground and the background values are adjusted according to the status of tracking and input data.
Fig. 1 Depth templates
For a person being tracked, his/her scene position is predicted using the Kalman filter. Thus, we set the foreground depth of the template to the predicted depth of the head of the person. Then, we calculate the dissimilarity between a depth template and the depth image using a sum of squared distances (SSD) criterion.
To detect a person in various orientations, we use the three templates simultaneously and take the one with the smallest dissimilarity as the matching result. An example of detection using the depth templates is shown in Fig. 2 . We set a detection volume to search in the scene, its height range is 0.5 m-2.0 m and the range of the depth from the camera is 0.5 m-5.5 m. 
SVM-based false rejection
A simple template-based detection is effective in reducing the computational cost, but at the same time may produce many false detections for objects with similar silhouettes to the person. To cope with this, we use an SVM-based person verifier.
We collected many person candidate images detected by the depth templates, and manually examined if they are correct. Fig. 3 shows some of positive and negative samples. We used 356 positive and 147 negative images for training. A person candidate region in the image is resized to 40×40 pixels to generate a 1600-dimensional intensity vector. HOG features [3] for that region are summarized into a 2916-dimensional vector. These two vectors are concatenated to generate a 4516-dimensional feature vector, which is used for training and classification.
EKF-based tracking
We adopt the extended Kalman filter (EKF) for robust data association and occlusion handling [17] . The state vec-
T includes the position and the velocity in the horizontal axes (X and Y ) and the height (Z) of a person. The vector is represented in the robot local coordinates and a coordinate transformation is performed from the previous to the current robot s pose each time in the prediction step, using the robot s odometry information.
Color information of the clothing is also used for identifying the target person to follow. The target person is shown with a red circle in the image. 
Configuration of our system
Fig. 4 shows our mobile robot system [12] which is composed of 1) A computer-controllable electric wheelchair (Patrafour by Kanto Auto Works Ltd.);
2) A stereo camera (Bumblebee2 by Point Grey Research);
3) A laser range finder (UTM-30LX by Hokuyo); 4) A Note PC (Core2Duo, 2.66 GHz, 3 GB memory). 1) The person detection and tracking module detects persons using stereo and tracks using Kalman filtering to cope with occasional occlusions among people. Details of the processing are described in Section 2.1.
2) The local map generation module constructs and maintains an occupancy grid map, centered at the current robot position, using the data from the LRF. It performs a cell-wise Bayesian update of occupancy probabilities assuming that the odometry error can be ignored for a relatively short robot movement.
3) The motion planning module calculates a safe robot motion which follows a specified target person and avoids others, using a randomized kinodynamic motion planner.
To develop and maintain the module-based software system, we use the RT-middleware [19] environment where each software module is realized as an robot technology (RT) component. The robot repeats the following steps: 1) Person detection and tracking and local map generation; 2) Motion planning; 3) Motion execution. The cycle time is set to 500 ms.
Problems of the previous system
Fig. 6 shows snapshots of a person following experiment at a cafeteria. Fig. 7 shows an example of the recognition and the planning result. From the stereo data (see Fig. 7 (a)), the robot detected two persons, the target on the left and the other on the right (see Fig. 7 (b) ). Fig. 7 (c) shows the result of environment recognition and motion planning. We tested the system for the cases where three persons exist near the robot. Problems which became clear in the experiment are described below. Fig. 8 (a) shows the failure of target identification using color due to the bad illumination. Fig. 8 (b) is an example which cannot distinguish the target person because there are two persons with same color of clothing. In order to realize stable specific person following, the person identification which used the color and other information together is required. In this paper, we describe how to solve the problem about identification of the target person. 
A SIFT feature-based person identification
Our previous person identification method using only color information is weak against changes of lighting condition, and it is difficult to distinguish persons who wear the clothing of similar colors. Therefore, we propose a SIFT feature-based person identification method [20] which uses the texture of clothing as a cue.
SIFT [21] is a powerful image feature that is invariant to scale and rotation in the image plane and also robust to changes of lighting condition. The feature is, however, weak against affine transformations. Although a feature which increases the robustness to affine transformations, ASIFT [22] was proposed, the identification power will be degraded when the pose of the person changes largely. Therefore, we use a set of images taken from various directions to cope with pose changes. Moreover, the number of SIFT feature matches between the model and an input image will decrease as the person becomes farther away from the camera. Therefore, we use a distance-dependent threshold.
The number of SIFT feature matches
The number of SIFT feature matches is used for the judgment of whether the detected person is the following target. The person detected from each input image is matched with the appearance model learned beforehand. However, false corresponding points are also contained in matching. Therefore, false corresponding points are removed as follows using random sample consensus (RANSAC) [23] : Step 1. Four pairs are randomly selected from the group of the corresponding points.
Step 2. A homography matrix is calculated based on the selected corresponding points.
Step 3. The number of corresponding points which satisfies the above homography matrix out of all pairs is counted.
Step 4. By repeating Steps 1 to 3, the homography matrix with the maximum number of pairs is selected.
An example of homography estimated by using RANSAC is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 (a) shows a correspondence between an model image (upper) and an input image (lower).
The brown quadrangle shows a form of the model image transformed by the estimated homography matrix. Fig. 9 (b) shows the transformed model image. Each pair of points connected by the pink line shows the correspondence judged as the inlier which satisfies the homography matrix, and the one connected by the blue line shows the outlier. By using RANSAC, 40 correspondences were divided into 34 correct ones (inliers) and 6 false ones (outliers). We use for person identification only the corresponding points judged as the inlier. Fig. 10 shows the results of matching in different situations. Even when the lighting conditions were changed (Figs. 10 (a) and (b) ), the feature points were able to be matched by using the SIFT feature. Furthermore, some of the features were able to be matched even when the patterns were deformed by the wrinkles of clothing (Fig. 10 (c) ).
Since we used a wide angle camera, we were not sometimes able to discern the stripe/check pattern of clothing when the distance is large. Therefore, we used the clothing on which large characters were printed. 
The appearance model
For person identification, we make the appearance model which is a set of SIFT features extracted from several model images. Fig. 11 shows the matching results of SIFT features between one of the model images and input images taken from different directions. For a frontal image, 52 matches were obtained (Fig. 11 (b) ). On the other hand, the number of matches decreased for the different directions (Figs. 11 (a)  and (c) ). In order to cope with the pose changes, we make the appearance model with the following procedure (see Fig. 12 ) which uses several model images taken from various body directions: Step 1. An image sequence is recorded, in which the person makes a 360-degrees turn at 1 m away from the camera.
Step 2. A certain number of images (in this paper, we set the number to 30) are picked up at regular intervals from the image sequence. This is because the sequence contains many similar images with a small change of direction and identification would be very costly if an input image is compared with all the images in the sequence.
Step 3. In order to remove the feature points in the background region, each image is segmented into the foreground/background regions using depth information. We classified the pixels with a depth value of 1±0.5 m into the foreground region.
Step 4. SIFT features are extracted from each image in the sequence, and the image whose number of features is less than a threshold is removed. This is for removing the image in which a sufficient number of features are not observed. We set the threshold to 20 in the experiment.
Step 5. As the appearance model, we use the set of SIFT features extracted from the images selected by the above steps. The selected images are called model images.
A distance-dependent threshold
The number of SIFT feature matches will decrease as the distance from the camera to the person increases. The images in the upper right corners in Fig. 13 show the model images taken when the distance between the person and the camera is 1 m. The dashed line shows the actual number of corresponding points when the direction of the body is the same and only distance changes. We use a distancedependent threshold to cope with this decrease of the number of SIFT feature matches. The appearance model with the threshold is called a distance-dependent appearance model.
It is tedious to actually obtain the person images taken at various distances. Instead, we simulate the increasing distance by reducing the size of the model image for generating a simulated input image, and predict the effect of increasing distance. Considering the changes of lighting condition and wrinkles, we use 30 % of the predicted value as a threshold. Here, when the distance is 2 m, the error of estimated distance by using the stereo camera (f =2.5 mm, baseline 12 cm, image size 512 × 384) is about 2 cm. Since the influence of the error is small, we think that it can be disregarded.
The examples of three directions are shown in Fig. 13 . The solid line shows the number of matches predicted by the simulation. It can read that the predicted value (solid line) and the actual value (dashed line) have a similar tendency. The dotted line shows a distance-dependent threshold. This threshold is calculated for each model image.
Identification of the target person
Representative images to estimate rough di-
rection When identifying the target person, matching an input image with all model images is costly. To reduce the calculation cost, we estimate a rough direction using a certain number of representative images (in this paper, the number is set to six with consideration of the processing speed). The representative images are chosen in advance from the model images. The best selection of the image set is the combination which can cover images of any body directions. Therefore, we choose an image set from which the largest number of corresponding points for each input image can be obtained. (
The set of representative images is denoted as S. The best selection of the set makes the following formulas the maximum:
Fig. 14 shows an example of six representative images selected using this method. Fig. 15 shows the relationship between the number of matches and the processing time. When the number of SIFT feature points in an input image is 80, our system needs about 20 ms for matching them to those in each model image. Because it is costly to compare all model images at each frame, the model images used for the comparison are selected according to the situation as follows : 1) If there is the model image matched with the previous frame, only three images (the same direction and neighbors) are used for matching.
Processing of identification
2) Otherwise, after estimation of rough direction using the representative images described in Section 3.4.1, two images of neighbors of the estimated direction are used for matching. Fig. 15 Relationship between the number of matches and the processing time
In this paper, the orientation of person estimated by the EKF-based tracking has not been used for the identification. The orientation of upperbody may not accord with the direction of movement.
The person is judged to be the target to follow if the number of matches between input and model ( Fig. 13 dashed  line) is over the threshold (Fig. 13 dotted line) . In other word, the person is judged as the target when the following evaluation value (matching score) is over 1. matching score = the number of matches threshold according to distance
When there are more than one target candidate, the person with the highest matching score is selected as the target to follow. In order to deal with the situation where another person with the same clothing exists, it will be necessary to use the trajectory information.
Experimental results
Verification of the robustness to direction change
We made the appearance models for five kinds of clothing. We selected similar clothes intentionally. The identification experiment was conducted on image sequences in which the person made a 360-degrees turn at 1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m, and 2.5 m away from the camera, respectively. The images without sufficient number of SIFT features were deleted from this evaluation.
The identification result about each model is shown in Table 1 . Acceptance rates in Table 1 is the number of the images identified as the clothing of the appearance model among the number of images in the test sequence.
The detail of an identification result when the same clothing is tested as a model is shown in Fig. 16 . When the matching score is 1 or more, the person in the input image is the same as the registered person. In this case, input images at #11 and #32 were rejected and the acceptance rate is 25/27 = 0.926. Note that input images at #12-21 and #31-42 were not used for the evaluation because the body became sideways mostly and a sufficient number of features was not detected. The target person, however, was identified almost correctly when the pattern of clothing was observed. We think that motion blur and wrinkle of clothing caused failures of identification. 
Matching results when occlusion occurs
Matching results when the target person is occluded by other person is shown in Fig. 17 . The target person was standing at 1.5 m away from the camera (X1 = 1500, Y1 = 0). The other person was 1 m away from the camera nd moved from the left to the right every 100 mm (X2 = 1000, Y2 = [−1000, 1000]). Note that the person is judged as the target when the number of corresponding points is more than 28.8 (see Fig. 13 (a) ). The examples of the matching results are shown in Fig. 18 . When the target person was not occluded yet ((a) Y2 = 300), sufficient feature points were matched. When the clothing was almost occluded ((b) Y2 = 200), only 13 features were matched. Since the number of corresponding points is smaller than the threshold value, the person was not judged as the target. When the person was occluded completely, no feature points were matched. When the person appeared again ((d) Y2 = −300), sufficient corresponding points were obtained. Even when the clothing was occluded partially, it was able to identify the person as the target. 
Specific person following
We implemented the proposed method on an actual robot to perform person tracking experiments. The detail of our system is described in Section 2.2. The robot s speed and acceleration are restricted, and the actual average of speed was about 0.3 m/s. The target person whom the robot follows wears the clothes shown in Fig. 14 . Fig. 20 shows an experimental result of a specific person following. Each circle shows a tracking result of each person, and the person identified as the following target is shown by the red circle. A yellow square shows that a new person was detected at that frame, and a blue square shows that a candidate of the target person was rejected by using SVM. Fig. 21 shows snapshots of the experiment. The robot successfully followed the specific person even when other people with a similar color clothing (like a person shown with yellow/blue circles) exist near the target person. When the robot missed the target person temporarily because of occlusion (#151-158) or failure of identification (#202), the robot moved toward the target person s position predicted by the EKF-based tracking. Since the person was again identified as the target to follow at #163 and #203, the robot was able to continue following the person.
The processing time of the identification (including SIFT feature extraction and matching) per frame was about 120 ms in the case where one person exists in the image, and about 230 ms in two persons case. In this experiment, the identification process was performed for all persons in each frame. However, identification is unnecessary when the target person is isolated from the others. In addition, we will implement tracking and identification process using multithreaded program, since the identification process is not necessary for all frames.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a person identification method using SIFT feature for a mobile robot which performs specific person following. We made the appearance model for various body directions, and set the distance-dependent threshold to cope with the decrease of the number of SIFT feature matches according to the increased distance. Experimental results showed that the proposed method is able to identify the person even when other people with a similar color clothing exist near the target person. Using the method, the robot successfully followed a specific person in the cafeteria.
For more robust identification, it is necessary to additionally use other sensors such as a laser range finder or other personal features such as the height or gait patterns.
